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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model Nautilus Rider Scrubber/Sweeper
Model No. PB450DSL, PB450GAS, PB450LPG
General Machine Specifications
Length:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .95.00 in
Width with side scrub brush retracted: . . 60.50 in
Width with side scrub brush extended:. . 65.50 in
Height to lowest steering position. . . . . . 60.50 in
Height w/overhead guard . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.50 in
Wheelbase:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47.75 in
Front tires: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16 in x 6 in molded
Rear tires: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 in x 5 in press on
Aisle width U-turn: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 ft - 11.7 in
Empty vehicle weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,250 lbs
Gross vehicle weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4,800 lbs
Maximum forward speed: . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.7 mph
Maximum reverse speed: . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.0 mph
Maximum climb angle (Traveling):. . . . . .10 degrees
Maximum climb angle (Scrubbing):. . . . . 8 degrees
Scrubbing system
Cleaning path (main brushes) . . . . . . . . 45 in
Cleaning path (w/optional side brush) . . 60 in
Main brush diameter:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12 in
Main brush length:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .45 in
Main brush speed:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .425 RPM
Main brush force:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .200 lb - 400 lb
Side scrub brush diameter:. . . . . . . . . . . 16 in
Side scrub brush speed:. . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 RPM
Solution Tank capacity:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105 gal
Recovery Tank capacity:. . . . . . . . . . . . . 105 gal
Demister chamber capacity:. . . . . . . . . . 17 gal
(2) Debris trays, total capacity:. . . . . . . . 2.1 cu ft
Vacuum fan speed:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,500 RPM
Vacuum water lift: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35 in
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FEATURES
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SAFETY INFORMATION
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SAFETY INFORMATION
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SAFETY INFORMATION
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SAFETY INFORMATION
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SAFETY INFORMATION
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SAFETY INFORMATION
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SAFETY INFORMATION
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TRANSPORTING MACHINE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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ADJUSTMENTS & PROCEDURES

NAUTILUS MAIN BRUSH AND IMPELLER PRESSURE RELIEF ADJUSTMENTS
These adjustments are necessary if the hydraulic manifolds are supplied with the relief valves set at zero or incorrectly set.
MAIN BRUSH PRESSURE RELIEF ADJUSTMENT:
•Install an appropriate pressure gauge at the gauge port on the main hydraulic manifold. The gauge port (GA) is located on the left side of the
manifold when viewed from the front of the machine.
•Disconnect the electrical connection to the main brush solenoid SV3 located in the lower left manifold port 3.2 (after the first 5 prototypes the 3.2
port location will be embossed as 10). This will block the flow out of the manifold and force the fluid flow to go over the relief valve RV2.
•Loosen the lock nut and unscrew the pressure adjustment screw on the pressure relief valve RV2. This will allow all of the fluid flow to pass at low
pressure through the relief valve.
•Start the machine and switch the engine throttle switch to operating (high) speed.
•Turn on the brushes.
•Turn the pressure relief adjustment screw in (clockwise) while monitoring the hydraulic pressure on the pressure gauge.
When the gauge reads 2500 psi (it will vary a little, and that is OK) tighten the adjustment screw lock nut and turn off the engine.
NOTE: Perform the adjustment as quickly as possible. During this set up do not run the machine for an extended period of time after the pressure
relief is set as the hydraulic oil will generate excessive heat when going through the pressure relief valve.
•Reconnect the electrical connection to the SV3 solenoid.
This completes the main brush pressure relief adjustment.
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ADJUSTMENTS & PROCEDURES

NAUTILUS MAIN BRUSH AND IMPELLER PRESSURE RELIEF ADJUSTMENTS
IMPELLER PRESSURE RELIEF ADJUSTMENT:
Install an appropriate pressure gauge at the gauge port on the impeller hydraulic manifold. The gauge port (GA) is located on the face of the
manifold when viewed from the front of the machine.
In order to force the hydraulic fluid through the relief valve it is necessary to block the flow from the manifold to the impeller.
•Remove the hydraulic hose from the outlet of the hydraulic manifold at port VF OUT located on the top of the manifold and plug (pressure tight)
the fitting on the manifold and the end of the hose.
•Loosen the lock nut and unscrew the pressure adjustment screw on the pressure relief valve RV1 located in port 9.2. This will allow all of the fluid
flow to pass at low pressure through the relief valve.
•Start the machine and switch the engine throttle switch to operating (high) speed.
•Turn on the impeller.
•Turn the pressure relief adjustment screw in (clockwise) while monitoring the hydraulic pressure on the pressure gauge.
When the gauge reads 2500 psi (it will vary a little, you will probably not get it to read exactly 2500 and that is OK) tighten the adjustment screw
lock nut and turn off the engine.
NOTE: Perform the adjustment as quickly as possible. During this set up do not run the machine for an extended period of time after the pressure
relief is set as the hydraulic oil will generate excessive heat when going through the pressure relief valve.
•Reconnect the hydraulic hose to the impeller solenoid.
This completes the main brush pressure relief adjustment.
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ADJUSTMENTS & PROCEDURES

NAULTILUS SCRUB BRUSH FLOOR PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT
Before the scrub head floor pressure adjustment can be performed the reduction valve at the main hydraulic manifold port 4.1 must be adjusted to
450 psi (The purpose of this valve is to change the variable inlet pressure (approximately 700 psi) to a constant output pressure of 450 psi which is
applied to the piston-end of the scrub head lift cylinder. 450 psi is the pressure required to raise the scrub head at full engine rpm).
If this valve has already been adjusted go to “Setting the scrub brush floor pressure controller”.
To adjust the reduction valve at port 4.1:
•Install a tee fitting with a gauge port between the main hydraulic hose and the hydraulic manifold at port BLA.
•Attach a suitable hydraulic pressure gauge to the gauge port in the tee fitting.
•Zero the pressure gauge if necessary.
•Loosen the lock nut on the adjustment stud on the reduction valve located on the main hydraulic manifold at port 4.1
•Insure that the green “One-Touch” switch is in the off position.
•Start the engine
•Set the throttle switch to high.
•Turn the reduction valve adjustment stud clockwise until the pressure gauge reads 450 psi.
(Note: It is not possible to attain 450 psi if the restrictor orifice fitting is not installed at the power steering unit pressure port.)
•Tighten the reduction valve locknut.
•Verify the pressure reading.
•Turn off the engine.
•Replace the hydraulic hose at port BLA.
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ADJUSTMENTS & PROCEDURES

NAULTILUS SCRUB BRUSH FLOOR PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT
Setting the scrub brush floor pressure controller (proportional valve driver)
The floor brush pressure controller (located on the left front face of the operator console) provides three separate brush floor pressure forces by
controlling the hydraulic pressure output of the proportional reduction valve located on the main hydraulic manifold at port 6.1.
This variable output pressure is applied to the rod-end of the scrub head lift cylinder. This variable pressure is balanced against the steady 450 psi
provided by the reduction valve (above) to achieve the desired scrub brush floor pressure.
The controller has a left control knob, a right control knob, and an information screen.
The right control knob scrolls between the various setting titles.
The left control knob provides input settings.
Description of the adjustable parameters:
P1 – The low brush floor pressure setting.
P2 – The medium brush floor pressure setting
P3 – The high brush floor pressure setting
P4 – The P4 setting is not used. (Any number input will have no effect.)
J9 – Jog. This is used to simulate a P1 – P3 setting and its effect on the brush pressure in real time. (This does not require an input setting.)
UP - The ramp time required for the output signal to increase by 1 amp.
dn - The ramp time required for the output signal to decrease by 1 amp.
dF – Dither frequency. (Dither is an oscillation feature that eliminates slip stick in the operation of the solenoid.)
di – Display orientation
SA – Save settings
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ADJUSTMENTS & PROCEDURES

NAULTILUS SCRUB BRUSH FLOOR PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT
The unit must be on to input settings.
Turning the right control knob scrolls through the parameters listed above.
Turning the left control knob changes the settings of each parameter.
The settings are saved by turning the right control knob to SA and rotating the left control knob one full turn (in either direction).
CONTROLLER SETTINGS:
Set P1 to 1.48 A Providing 200 lbs of brush pressure against the floor (415 psi at port BLB)
Set P2 to 1.98 A Providing 300 lbs of brush pressure against the floor (730 psi at port BLB)
Set P3 to 2.18 A Providing 400 lbs of brush pressure against the floor (865 psi at port BLB)
P4 – Not used
Set UP to 00.5 SEC
Set DN to 00.5 SEC
Set Df (dither) to 250 Hz
dI = screen orientation – no setting should be required.
SA (save settings) – Turn the left control knob one full turn (in either direction).
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ADJUSTMENTS & PROCEDURES
WITH OPTIONAL SIDE SCRUB

NAULTILUS DUAL CONTROLLER ADJUSTMENT FOR MAIN SCRUB BRUSH AND
OPTIONAL SIDE SCRUB BRUSH FLOOR PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT.
Before the scrub head floor pressure adjustment can be performed the reduction valve at the main hydraulic manifold port 4.1 must
be adjusted to 450 psi (The purpose of this valve is to change the variable inlet pressure (approximately 700 psi) to a constant
output pressure of 450 psi which is applied to the piston-end of the scrub head lift cylinder. 450 psi is the pressure required to raise
the scrub head at full engine rpm).
If this valve has already been adjusted go to “Setting the scrub brush floor pressure controller”.
To adjust the reduction valve at port 4.1:
•Install a tee fitting with a gauge port between the main hydraulic hose and the hydraulic manifold at port BLA.
•Attach a suitable hydraulic pressure gauge to the gauge port in the tee fitting.
•Zero the pressure gauge if necessary.
•Loosen the lock nut on the adjustment stud on the reduction valve located on the main hydraulic manifold at port 4.1
•Insure that the green “One-Touch” switch is in the off position.
•Start the engine
•Set the throttle switch to high.
•Turn the reduction valve adjustment stud clockwise until the pressure gauge reads 450 psi.
(Note: It is not possible to attain 450 psi if the restrictor orifice fitting is not installed at the power steering unit pressure port.)
•Tighten the reduction valve locknut.
•Verify the pressure reading.
•Turn off the engine.
•Replace the hydraulic hose at port BLA.
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Setting the main scrub brush floor pressure (Using the dual proportional
valve driver)
The dual floor brush pressure controller (located on the left front face of the operator console) provides three separate
brush floor pressure forces for the main scrub brushes by controlling the hydraulic pressure output of the SV4
proportional reduction valve located on the main hydraulic manifold at port 6.1. and provides three separate brush floor
pressure forces for the side scrub brush by controlling the hydraulic pressure output of the SV9 proportional reduction
valve located on the SSB hydraulic manifold at port 6.2.
For the main scrub brushes this variable output pressure is applied to the rod-end of the scrub head lift cylinder. This
variable pressure is balanced against the steady 450 psi provided by the reduction valve (above) to achieve the desired
scrub brush floor pressure.
For the side scrub brush this variable output pressure is applied to the piston-end of the side scrub head lift cylinder. This
variable pressure is balanced against the steady 450 psi provided by the reduction valve (above) to achieve the desired
scrub brush floor pressure.
The controller has a left control knob, a right control knob, and an information screen.
The right control knob scrolls between the various setting titles.
The left control knob provides input settings.
Description of the adjustable parameters:
BP1 – The low brush floor pressure setting.
BP2 – The medium brush floor pressure setting
BP3 – The high brush floor pressure setting
BP4 – The BP4 setting is not used. (Any number input will have no effect.)
BJ9 – Jog. This is used to simulate a P1 – P3 setting and its effect on the brush pressure in real time. (This does not
require an input setting.)
BUP - The ramp time required for the output signal to increase by 1 amp.
Bdn - The ramp time required for the output signal to decrease by 1 amp.
DF – Dither frequency. (Dither is an oscillation feature that eliminates slip stick in the operation of the solenoid.)
di – Display orientation
SA – Save settings
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The unit must be “on” to input settings.
Turning the right control knob scrolls through the parameters listed above.
Turning the left control knob changes the settings of each parameter.
The settings are saved by turning the right control knob to SA and rotating the left control knob one full turn (in either
direction).
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DUAL CONTROLLER “B” (MAIN SCRUB BRUSH) SETTINGS:
Set BP1 to 1.48 A Providing 200 lbs of main brush pressure against the floor (415 psi at port BLB)
Set BP2 to 1.98 A Providing 300 lbs of main brush pressure against the floor (730 psi at port BLB)
Set BP3 to 2.18 A Providing 400 lbs of main brush pressure against the floor (865 psi at port BLB)
BP4 – Not used
Set BUP to 00.5 SEC
Set BDN to 00.5 SEC
Set Df (dither) to 250 Hz
dI = screen orientation – no setting should be required.
SA (save settings) – Turn the left control knob one full turn (in either direction).
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Setting the side scrub brush floor pressure (Using the dual proportional valve driver)
The dual floor brush pressure controller (located on the left front face of the operator console) provides three separate side brush
floor pressure forces by controlling the hydraulic pressure output of the proportional reduction valve located on the SSB hydraulic
manifold at port 6.2.
This variable output pressure is applied to the piston-end of the side scrub head lift cylinder. This variable pressure is balanced
against the steady 450 psi provided by the reduction valve (above) to achieve the desired side scrub brush floor pressure.
The controller has a left control knob, a right control knob, and an information screen.
The right control knob scrolls between the various setting titles.
The left control knob provides input settings.

Description of the side scrub brush adjustable parameters:
The dual controller uses an “A” prefix for the optional side brush settings and a “B” prefix for the Main brush settings.
BP1 through BP4 control the low, medium, and high main scrub brush floor pressure.
These along with BUP, Bdn, and dF parameters should be set using the information shown in the NAULTILUS SCRUB BRUSH FLOOR
PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT instructions.
AP1 – The low side brush floor pressure setting.
AP2 – The medium side brush floor pressure setting
AP3 – The high side brush floor pressure setting
AP4 – The P4 setting is not used. (Any number input will have no effect.)
AJ9 – Jog. This is used to simulate a AP1 – AP3 setting and its effect on the side brush pressure in real time. (This does not require an
input setting.)
AUP - The ramp time required for the output signal to increase by 1 amp.
Adn - The ramp time required for the output signal to decrease by 1 amp.
dF – Dither frequency. (Dither is an oscillation feature that eliminates slip stick in the operation of the solenoid.)
di – Display orientation
SA – Save settings
The unit must be on to input settings.
Turning the right control knob scrolls through the parameters listed above.
Turning the left control knob changes the settings of each parameter.
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The settings are saved by turning the right control knob to SA and rotating the left control knob one full turn (in either direction).
DUAL CONTROLLER “A” (SIDE SCRUB BRUSH) SETTINGS:
Set AP1 to 1.60 A Providing 120 lbs of brush pressure against the floor
Set AP2 to 1.70 A Providing 130 lbs of brush pressure against the floor
Set AP3 to 1.85 A Providing 140 lbs of brush pressure against the floor
AP4 – Not used
Set AUP to 00.5 SEC
Set ADN to 00.5 SEC
Set Df (dither) to 250 Hz
dI = screen orientation – no setting should be required.
SA (save settings) – Turn the left control knob one full turn (in either direction).
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Cylindrical Scrub Brushes ( 2 Required )
731090
731091
731093
731092

45" Nylon Cylindrical Scrub Brush

Color White / Medium Duty Scrubbing

45" Poly Cylindrical Scrub Brush
45" 180 Mid Grit Cylindrical Scrub Brush

Color BLACK / Light Duty Scrubbing
Color Blue / All Purpose (STANDARD)

45" 80 Grit Med to Heavy

Color Black / Aggressive Scrub Sweep

Squeegees
731102
731103
731101
730644
730787
730788

Rear - Urethane Squeegee
Side Squeegee - Urethane
Inner Rear - Urethane
Side Squeegee - Linatex
Inner Rear - Linatex
Rear - Linatex

Clear (1) required
Clear (2) required
Clear (1) required
RED (2) required (STANDARD)
RED (1) required (STANDARD)
RED (1) required (STANDARD)

Side Scrub Brushes
3313136

16" (40.6 cm) Nylon

3313128

16" (40.6 cm) Powergrit 46 HDS

3313126

16" (40.6 cm) Powergrit 80 S/S

3315385

16" (40.6 cm) Powergrit 120 AGS
16" (40.6 cm) Mid-Grit 180

3332545

Side Sweep Broom
731259

SIDE BROOM 24" POLY

ENGINE ITEMS
3321143
3322572
3342209
3344840
3344861
3350446
3332040

(KUBOTA 1605 LP & GAS)
AIR FILTER outer(common)
AIR FILTER-(INNER-RARE ORDERED)
FILTER,FUEL-GAS ONLY
OIL FILTER
SPARK PLUG
THERMOSTAT-WATER
THERMOSTAT GASKET

3321143
3322572
3324129
3303324
3350446
3332040

(KUBOTA 1505 DSL)
AIR FILTER outer(common)
AIR FILTER-(INNER-RARE ORDERED)
OIL FILTER
FUEL FILTER
THERMOSTAT-WATER
THERMOSTAT GASKET

(STANDARD )

O-RING FACE SEAL ASSEMBLY TORQUES AND FFWR
O.D.
(IN.)
1/4
3/8
1/2
5/8
3/4
1
1 1/4
1 1/2

(MM)
6
8,10
12
14,15,16
18,20
22,25
28,30,32
35,38

SAE DASH SIZE TUBE SIDE THREAD SIZE ASSEMBLY TORQUE (+10%-0)
IN.-LB
FT.-LB
N-M
-4
-6
-8
-10
-12
-16
-20
-24

9/16-18
11/16-16
13/16-16
1-14
1 3/16-12
1 7/16-12
1 11/16-12
2-12

220
360
480
-

18
30
40
60
85
110
150
230

25
40
55
80
115
150
205
315

FLATS FROM WRENCH RESISTANCE(FFWR)
TUBE NUTS
SWIVEL AND HOSE
1/4 TO 1/2
1/4 TO 1/2
1/4 TO 1/2
1/4 TO 1/2
1/4 TO 1/2
1/4 TO 1/2
1/4 TO 1/2
1/4 TO 1/2

1/2 TO 3/4
1/2 TO 3/4
1/2 TO 3/4
1/2 TO 3/4
1/3 TO 1/2
1/3 TO 1/2
1/3 TO 1/2
1/3 TO 1/2

STR UNIT
6.1 CU.IN.

1200
PSI

STR CYL
2.0 X 8.0

SQUEEGEE
UP-DN

T1

UP

SV7 PORT 1
CV2
PORT 2

ORIFICE
.094

SG B

SG A

P1

SQUEEGEE CYL
2.0 X 4.0
MAIN BRUSHES
UP-LOCK

RED VALVE
450 PSI

SV6
PORT 3.1

RV3
PORT 4.1

UP

BL A
BRUSH LIFT CYL
1.5 X 2.9
MAIN BRUSHES
DOWN
BRUSH FORCE

SV5
PORT 5.1

100-800 PSI
SV4
PORT 6.1

BL B

PB
MAIN
BRUSHES
ON-OFF
MAIN BRUSHS
4.5 CU.IN.

SV3
PORT 10

MB OUT
CV1
PORT 8

ALL
OFF
SV2
PORT 7.1

P2

T2

VACUUM FAN MANIFOLD
2500 PSI

2500 PSI

RV1

RV2
PORT 9.1

T
GA

GA

MANIFOLD
SV1

P

8.7 GPM

4.2 GPM

6.8 GPM

VACUUM FAN
ON

VF IN

.84 CU.IN.

.66 CU.IN.

.40 CU.IN.

VF OUT

VACUUM FAN
.129 CU.IN.

PROP MOTOR
19.0 CU.IN.

TOW VALVE

4000 PSI

M
4000 PSI

120 PSI

2400 RPM

AUX PUMP
PROP PUMP
1.44 CU.IN.

GAUGE

HEAT
EXCHANGER

5 PSI

STRAINER
STRAINER
25 PSI

FILTER

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
POWERBOSS NAUTILUS SCRUBBER
9-29-2014
RESERVOIR

1200
PSI

STR UNIT
6.1 CU.IN.

STR CYL
2.0 X 8.0

T1

SIDE SCRUB BRUSH (SSB) MANIFOLD
SQUEEGEE
UP-DN

UP

SV7 PORT 1
CV2
PORT 2

ORIFICE
.094

SIDE BRUSH
EXTEND

SG B

T1

SV12
PORT 5.2

SG A

P1

SBE A
SQUEEGEE CYL
2.0 X 4.0

MAIN BRUSHES
UP-LOCK

RED VALVE
450 PSI

EXT

SV6
PORT 3.1

RV3
PORT 4.1

RED VALVE
450 PSI

UP

UP-LOCK

RV4
PORT 4.2

SBE B

SV11
PORT
3.2

P1

SBL B

BL A
BRUSH
LIFT CYL
X 2.9

MAIN BRUSHES
DOWN

BRUSH FORCE

SIDE BRUSH FORCE

SV4
PORT 6.1

SV10
PORT 5.3

100-400 PSI
SV9
PORT 6.2

BL B

UP
SBL A

SIDE BRUSH
ON

MAIN
BRUSHES
ON-OFF

SV8
PORT 7.2

MAIN BRUSHS
4.5 CU.IN.

SV3
PORT 10

MB OUT

T2

P2

CV1
PORT 8

SIDE BRUSH
8.9 CU.IN.

SB OUT
ALL
OFF
SV2
PORT 7.1

P2

T2
VACUUM FAN MANIFOLD
2500 PSI

2500 PSI

RV1

RV2
PORT 9.1

T

GA

GA

MANIFOLD
SV1

P

VF IN

8.7 GPM

8 GPM

GPM

VACUUM FAN
ON

.84 CU.IN.

.66 CU.IN.

.40 CU.IN.

VF OUT

VACUUM FAN
.129 CU.IN.

PROP MOTOR
19.0 CU.IN.

TOW VALVE

4000 PSI

M
4000 PSI

SIDE BRUSH
LIFT CYL
X 2.9

S B DOWN

SV5
PORT 5.1

100-800 PSI

SIDE BRUSH
EXTEND CYL
X 2.9

120 PSI

2400 RPM

AUX PUMP
PROP PUMP
1.44 CU.IN.

GAUGE

HEAT
EXCHANGER

5 PSI

STRAINER

STRAINER

25 PSI

FILTER

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
WITH OPTIONAL SIDE SCRUB BRUSH
POWERBOSS NAUTILUS SCRUBBER
9-29-2014
RESERVOIR

SB IN

PB

B

1200
PSI

STR UNIT
6.1 CU.IN.

STR CYL
2.0 X 8.0

T1

SIDE SCRUB BRUSH (SSB) MANIFOLD
SQUEEGEE
UP-DN

UP

SV7 PORT 1
CV2
PORT 2

ORIFICE
.094

SIDE BRUSH
EXTEND

SG B

T1

SV12
PORT 5.2

SG A

P1

SBE A
SQUEEGEE CYL
2.0 X 4.0

MAIN BRUSHES
UP-LOCK

RED VALVE
450 PSI

EXT

SV6
PORT 3.1

RV3
PORT 4.1

RED VALVE
450 PSI

UP

UP-LOCK

RV4
PORT 4.2

SBE B

SV11
PORT
3.2

P1

SBL B

BL A
BRUSH
LIFT CYL
X 2.9

MAIN BRUSHES
DOWN

BRUSH FORCE

SIDE BRUSH FORCE

SV4
PORT 6.1

SV10
PORT 5.3

100-400 PSI
SV9
PORT 6.2

BL B

UP

PB
SBL A

SIDE BRUSH
ON

MAIN
BRUSHES
ON-OFF

SV8
PORT 7.2

MAIN BRUSHS
4.5 CU.IN.

SV3
PORT 10

MB OUT

T2

P2

CV1
PORT 8

SIDE BRUSH
8.9 CU.IN.

SB OUT
ALL
OFF
SV2
PORT 7.1

P2

T2
VACUUM FAN MANIFOLD
2500 PSI

2500 PSI

RV1

RV2
PORT 9.1

T

GA

GA

MANIFOLD
SV1

P

VF IN

8.7 GPM

8 GPM

GPM

VACUUM FAN
ON

.84 CU.IN.

.40 CU.IN.

.66 CU.IN.

VF OUT

VACUUM FAN
.129 CU.IN.

PROP MOTOR
19.0 CU.IN.

TOW VALVE

4000 PSI

M
4000 PSI

SIDE BRUSH
LIFT CYL
X 2.9

S B DOWN

SV5
PORT 5.1

100-800 PSI
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NAUTILUS HYDRAULIC MANIFOLD OPERATION
MAIN HYDRAULIC MANIFOLD
The main hydraulic manifold performs the following functions:
Main brush system pressure relief
Main brushes on and off
Scrub head raise and lower
Scrub head lock in the raised position
Main brush scrubbing force
Squeegee raise and lower
Squeegee lock in the raised position
Location and operation of the individual main scrub brush hydraulic valves:
The following six (of ten) solenoid valves that control main brush functions receive hydraulic pressure
and flow from the front auxiliary pump which has a displacement of .84 cu. In./rev. and supplies a
nominal flow of 8.7 gpm.
Hydraulic fluid controlled by the following six main brush system valves enters the manifold through
port P2.
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE RV2 in port 9.1 provides pressure relief. This valve allows a maximum system
pressure of 2500 psi.
This valve dumps to tank through port T2
SOLENOID VALVE SV2 (All off) in port 7.1 is a 2-position 2-way normally-open control valve.
When de-energized this valve opens a direct path from the pressurized side of the manifold to tank.
When energized this solenoid closes the direct path from the pressurized side of the manifold to tank.
This valve opens to tank through port T2
CHECK VALVE CV1 in port 8 prevents the main brushes from rotating due to system back pressure when
the brushes are turned off.
SOLENOID VALVE SV3 (Main brushes on-off) in port 3.2 is a 2-position 2-way normally-closed control
valve.
When de-energized this valve prevents flow to the main brush motors.
When energized this solenoid opens and provides pressurized flow to the main brush motors.
This valve directs the fluid flow to the motors through port MB-OUT
PROPORTIONAL REDUCTION VALVE SV4 (Main brush force) in port 6.1.
This valve controls main brush scrubbing force (against the floor) by regulating the fluid pressure to the
rod-end of the scrub head lift cylinder.
SOLENOID VALVE SV5 (Main brushes down) in port 5.1 is a 2-position 3-way directional control valve.
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When de-energized this valve directs flow from the rod-end of the scrub head lift cylinder to tank.
When energized it directs regulated pressure to the rod-end of the scrub head lift cylinder.
This valve directs the flow to the scrub head lift cylinder through port BL B.
The following two main brush system solenoids receive hydraulic pressure generated by the backpressure of the steering system and additional back pressure provided by an orifice located just before
the pressure inlet of the power steering unit (a total of approximately 700 psi). The power steering unit
is powered by the rear auxiliary pump which has a displacement of .40 cu. In./rev. and supplies a
nominal flow of 4.2 gpm.
Hydraulic fluid controlled by these two scrub brush valves enters the manifold through PORT P1.
REDUCING VALVE RV3 in port 4.1 limits the hydraulic pressure to the piston-end of the scrub head lift
cylinder to a maximum of 450 psi.
SOLENOID VALVE SV6 (Main brushes up-locked) in port 3.1 is a 2-position 2-way normally-open control
valve.
When de-energized this valve allows flow into the piston-end of the scrub head lift cylinder while
preventing flow out from the piston-end of the scrub head lift cylinder (scrub head raise and lock).
When energized this solenoid allows a maximum of 450 psi fluid flow (from reducing valve RV3) into and
out from the piston-end of the scrub head lift cylinder.
This valve directs the flow to and from the piston-end of the scrub head cylinder through port BL A.

Location and operation of the individual squeegee hydraulic valves:
The two solenoids that control squeegee functions receive hydraulic pressure from the back-pressure of
the power steering unit (a total of approximately 700 psi). The power steering unit is powered by the
rear auxiliary pump which has a displacement of .40 cu. In./rev. and supplies a nominal flow of 4.2 gpm.
Hydraulic fluid that powers the squeegee lift system enters the manifold through PORT P1.
Pressure relief is provided by the pressure relief valve in the power steering unit which allows a
maximum pressure of 1200 psi.
SOLENOID VALVE SV7 (Squeegee up-down) in port 1 is a 2-position 4-way directional control valve.
When de-energized this valve directs pressurized fluid to the piston-end of the squeegee lift cylinder
while directing the fluid from the rod-end of the squeegee lift cylinder to tank through port T1.
(Squeegee raised).
When energized it directs pressurized fluid to the rod-end of the squeegee lift cylinder while directing
the fluid from the piston-end of the squeegee lift cylinder to tank through port T1. (Squeegee lowered).
CHECK VALVE CV2 in port 2 is a pilot-operated check valve that holds the squeegee in the raised position
when the system is off.
When the rod-end of the squeegee lift cylinder is pressurized the check valve is held open allowing the
squeegee to lower.
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VACUUM IMPELLER HYDRAULIC MANIFOLD
The vacuum impeller hydraulic manifold performs the following functions:
Pressure relief
Vacuum impeller on and off
Location and operation of the individual vacuum impeller hydraulic valves:
The solenoids that control vacuum impeller functions receives hydraulic pressure and flow from the
center auxiliary pump which has a displacement of .66 cu. In./rev. and supplies a flow of 6.8 gpm.
Hydraulic fluid that powers the vacuum impeller enters the manifold through PORT P.
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE RV1 in port 9.2 provides pressure relief. This valve allows a maximum pressure
of 2500 psi.
This valve dumps to tank through port T
SOLENOID VALVE SV1 (Impeller on-off) in port 7.2 is a 2-position 2-way normally-open control valve.
When de-energized this valve allows fluid to by-pass the impeller motor and return to tank.
When energized this solenoid closes the return to tank and directs the pressurized fluid flow to the
vacuum impeller motor inlet through port VF OUT.
The outlet side of the impeller motor goes to port VF IN and back to tank through port T.

DETAILED SYSTEM OPERATION:
Scrub brushes:
The “ALL ON-OFF” rocker switch (green switch)and the “BRUSHES OFF” rocker switch, which is
downstream and in series with the “ALL ON-OFF” switch, always apply electrical power to and remove
power from solenoid valves SV2, SV3, SV4, SV5, and SV6 at the same time.
When both of these switches are closed solenoid valve SV2 (all off) is energized and blocks the fluid flow
to tank.
Solenoid SV3 (main brushes on) is energized directing pressurized fluid to the scrub brush motors. The
brushes begin to rotate.
Solenoid valve SV6 (main brushes up-lock) is energized which un-locks the scrub head from its raised
position and allows fluid flow to and from the piston-end of the scrub head cylinder.
Solenoid SV5 (main brushes down) is energized allowing regulated hydraulic pressure to the rod-end of
the scrub head lift cylinder causing the scrub head to lower.
Proportional reduction valve SV4 (Main brush force) is energized and regulates the hydraulic pressure
applied to the rod-end of the scrub head lift cylinder. This provides the variable brush force against the
floor.
Controlling brush pressure:
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The green “ALL ON-OFF” switch also provides power for the proportional valve driver which controls the
Proportional reduction valve SV4 (Main brush force).
The operator selects the desired brush scrubbing force by turning the brush force rotary switch, located
on the instrument panel, to one of three switch positions, low, medium, and high. The rotary switch
provides three separate signals to the proportional valve driver input terminals IN B and IO 2.
IN B low and IO 2 low = Low brush force
IN B high and IO 2 low = medium brush force
IN B low and IO 2 high = high brush force
With a brush force selected, the proportional valve driver sends a signal to the proportional reduction
valve SV4 which controls the hydraulic pressure that is applied to the rod-end of the scrub head lift
cylinder. This pressure acts against the controlled pressure which is constantly applied to the piston-end
of the cylinder causing the scrub head to lower and providing the correct brush force against the floor.
A note on the operation of the scrub head lift cylinder:
The hydraulic pressure supplied by the proportional reduction valve alone would provide more scrub
brush force against the floor than is desired. For this reason a constant balancing hydraulic pressure of
450 psi is applied to the opposite side of the cylinder piston. In addition, when the pressure is removed
from the proportional reduction valve, the 450 psi balancing pressure is utilized to raise the scrub head
to its storage position.
Additional scrubbing control switch and timer:
When the scrub brushes are down and turning but the machine is not in motion, a neutral switch,
located on the hydraulic propulsion pump mount, opens triggering a true-off-delay 5-second timer
(motion timer). If the machine remains motionless for 1.5 seconds the timer will interrupt the electrical
power to solenoid SV2 (all on-off)and SV3 (main brushes on) which will turn off the scrub brushes (the
flow of cleaning solution will also turn off). As soon as the machine starts to move the neutral switch
closes, the timer returns power to solenoid SV2 and SV3, and the brushes turn on.
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OPTIONAL SIDE SCRUB BRUSH HYDRAULIC MANIFOLD OPERATION
The side scrub brush hydraulic manifold performs the following functions:
Side brush on and off
Side scrub head raise and lower
Side scrub head locked in the raised position
Side brush scrubbing force
Side brush extend and retract
Location and operation of the individual side scrub brush hydraulic valves:
The following single solenoid valve that controls side brush on-off function receives hydraulic pressure
and flow from port P2. This fluid is received downstream from the two main scrub brush motors. This
fluid originates from the front auxiliary pump which has a displacement of .84 cu. In./rev. and supplies a
nominal flow of 8.7 gpm.
Pressure relief is provided by relief valve RV1 in the main manifold. This valve allows a maximum
pressure of 2500 psi. This valve dumps to tank through port T2
SOLENOID VALVE SV8 (Side brush on-off) in port 7.2 is a 2-position 2-way normally-open control valve.
When de-energized this valve allows flow to bypass the side brush motor.
When energized this solenoid closes the bypass and directs pressurized flow to the side brush motor.
This valve directs the fluid flow to the motor through port MB-IN and back into the manifold through
port SB OUT then back to tank through port T2.
The following five side brush system solenoids receive hydraulic pressure from the center auxiliary pump
which has a displacement of .66 cu. In./rev. and supplies a flow of 6.8 gpm. This fluid comes from a tee
in the steering unit pressure port just below (upstream from) the orifice.
PROPORTIONAL REDUCTION VALVE SV9 (Side brush force) in port 6.2.
This valve controls side brush scrubbing force (against the floor) by regulating the fluid pressure to the
piston-end of the scrub head lift cylinder.
SOLENOID VALVE SV10 (Side brush down) in port 5.3 is a 2-position 3-way directional control valve.
When de-energized this valve directs flow from the piston-end of the side brush lift cylinder to tank.
When energized it directs regulated pressure to the piston-end of the side brush lift cylinder.
This valve directs the flow to the side brush lift cylinder through port SBLA.
REDUCING VALVE RV4 in port 4.2 limits the hydraulic pressure to the rod-end of the side brush lift
cylinder to a maximum of 450 psi.
SOLENOID VALVE SV11 (side brush up-locked) in port 3.2 is a 2-position 2-way normally-open control
valve.
When de-energized this valve allows flow into the rod-end of the side brush lift cylinder while
preventing flow out from the rod-end of the side bush lift cylinder (scrub head raise and lock).
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When energized this solenoid allows a maximum of 450 psi fluid flow (from reducing valve RV4) into and
out from the rod-end of the side brush lift cylinder.
This valve directs the flow to and from the piston-end of the side brush lift cylinder through port SBLB.
SOLENOID VALVE SV12 (Side brush Extend-retract) in port 5.2 is a 2-position 3-way directional control
valve.
When de-energized this valve directs fluid from the piston-end of the side brush extend cylinder through
port SBEA to tank through port T1 (side brush retracted).
When energized it directs pressurized fluid to the piston-end of the squeegee lift cylinder through port
SBEA (side brush extended).
Note: The rod end of the side brush extend cylinder always has line pressure from port SBEB. With
equal pressure on both sides of the piston the cylinder operates using the difference in area between
the piston with the rod and the piston without the rod.
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NAULTILUS DUAL CONTROLLER ADJUSTMENT FOR MAIN SCRUB BRUSH AND OPTIONAL SIDE SCRUB
BRUSH FLOOR PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT.
MAIN SCRUB HEAD:
Note: the following 12 steps are required only for the factory or if you are replacing the reduction valve
730702 in port 4.1. If the part number on the side of the reduction valve body (not the coil but the
cartridge body) ends with the number 45 then it is already set at 450 psi and the following 12 steps can
be skipped.
Before the main scrub head floor pressure adjustment can be performed the reduction valve at the main
hydraulic manifold port 4.1 must be adjusted to 450 psi (The purpose of this valve is to change the
variable inlet pressure (approximately 700 psi) to a constant output pressure of 450 psi which is applied
to the piston-end of the scrub head lift cylinder. 450 psi is the pressure required to raise the main scrub
head at “high” engine rpm).
If the part number on the side of the reduction valve body in port 4.1 (not the coil but the cartridge
body) ends with the number 45 then it is already set at 450 psi. If this valve has already been adjusted
go to “Setting the main scrub brush floor pressure controller”.
To adjust the reduction valve on the main manifold at port 4.1:
1. Install a tee fitting with a gauge port between the main hydraulic hose and the hydraulic
manifold at port BLA.
2. Attach a suitable hydraulic pressure gauge to the gauge port in the tee fitting.
3. Zero the pressure gauge if necessary.
4. Loosen the lock nut on the adjustment stud on the reduction valve located on the main
hydraulic manifold at port 4.1
5. Insure that the green “One-Touch” switch is in the off position.
6. Start the engine
7. Set the throttle switch to high.
8. Turn the reduction valve adjustment stud clockwise until the pressure gauge reads 450 psi.
(Note: It is not possible to attain 450 psi if the restrictor orifice fitting is not installed at the
power steering unit pressure port.)
9. Tighten the reduction valve locknut.
10. Verify the pressure reading.
11. Turn off the engine.
12. Replace the hydraulic hose at port BLA.
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Description of the main scrub brush floor pressure settings (Using the dual proportional valve driver):
The dual controller uses an “A” prefix for the optional side brush settings and a “B” prefix for the Main
brush settings.
The dual floor brush pressure controller or dual proportional valve driver (located on the left front face
of the operator console) provides three separate brush floor pressure forces for the main scrub brushes
by controlling the hydraulic pressure output of the SV4 proportional reduction valve located on the main
hydraulic manifold at port 6.1. and provides three separate brush floor pressure forces for the side scrub
brush by controlling the hydraulic pressure output of the SV9 proportional reduction valve located on
the SSB hydraulic manifold at port 6.2.
For the main scrub brushes this variable output pressure is applied to the rod-end of the scrub head lift
cylinder. This variable pressure is balanced against the steady 450 psi at the piston-end of the cylinder
(provided by the reduction valve) to achieve the desired scrub brush floor pressure.
The controller has a left control knob, a right control knob, and an information screen.
The right control knob scrolls between the various parameters.
The left control knob provides input settings.
Description of the adjustable parameters:
BP1 – The low brush floor pressure setting.
BP2 – The medium brush floor pressure setting
BP3 – The high brush floor pressure setting
BP4 – The BP4 setting is not used. (Any number input will have no effect.)
BJ9 – Jog. This is used to simulate a P1 – P3 setting and its effect on the brush pressure in real time.
(This does not require an input setting.)
BUP - The ramp time required for the output signal to increase by 1 amp.
Bdn - The ramp time required for the output signal to decrease by 1 amp.
DF – Dither frequency. (Dither is an oscillation feature that eliminates slip stick in the operation of the
solenoid.)
di – Display orientation
SA – Save settings
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DUAL CONTROLLER “B” (MAIN SCRUB BRUSH) SETTINGS:
Turning the right control knob scrolls through the parameters listed above.
Turning the left control knob changes the settings of each parameter.
The settings are saved by turning the right control knob to SA and rotating the left control knob one full
turn (in either direction).
To turn on the controller first turn on the ignition key but do not start the engine.
Note: in the next step stay clear of the scrub head as the sub head will lower to the floor.
Turn on the scrub head switch and the green switch.
Set BP1 to 1.48 A Providing 200 lbs of main brush pressure against the floor (415 psi at port BLB)
Set BP2 to 1.98 A Providing 300 lbs of main brush pressure against the floor (730 psi at port BLB)
Set BP3 to 2.18 A Providing 400 lbs of main brush pressure against the floor (865 psi at port BLB)
BP4 – Not used
Set BUP to 00.5 SEC
Set BDN to 00.5 SEC
Set Df (dither) to 250 Hz
dI = screen orientation – no setting should be required.
SA (save settings) – Turn the left control knob one full turn (in either direction).
Turn off the green switch.
Start and run the engine at high rpm. This will raise the scrub head.
Turn off the engine.

SIDE SCRUB HEAD:
Note: the following 12 steps are required only for the factory or if you are replacing the reduction valve
730702 in port 4.2. If the part number on the side of the reduction valve body (not the coil but the
cartridge body) ends with the number 45 then it is already set at 450 psi and the following 12 steps can
be skipped.
Before the side scrub head floor pressure adjustment can be performed the reduction valve at the SSB
hydraulic manifold port 4.1 must be adjusted to 450 psi (The purpose of this valve is to change the
variable inlet pressure (approximately 700 psi) to a constant output pressure of 450 psi which is applied
to the piston-end of the side scrub head lift cylinder. 450 psi is the pressure required to raise the scrub
head at full engine rpm).
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If the part number on the side of the reduction valve body in port 4.2 (not the coil but the cartridge
body) ends with the number 45 then it is already set at 450 psi. If this valve has already been adjusted
go to “Setting the side scrub brush floor pressure controller”.
To adjust the reduction valve in the SSB manifold at port 4.2:
1. Install a tee fitting with a gauge port between the hydraulic hose and the SSB hydraulic manifold
at port SBLB.
2. Attach a suitable hydraulic pressure gauge to the gauge port in the tee fitting.
3. Zero the pressure gauge if necessary.
4. Loosen the lock nut on the adjustment stud on the reduction valve located on the SSB hydraulic
manifold at port 4.2
5. Insure that the green “One-Touch” switch is in the off position.
6. Start the engine
7. Set the throttle switch to high.
8. Turn the reduction valve adjustment stud clockwise until the pressure gauge reads 450 psi.
9. Tighten the reduction valve locknut.
10. Verify the pressure reading.
11. Turn off the engine.
12. Replace the hydraulic hose at port SBLB.

Setting the side scrub brush floor pressure (Using the dual proportional valve driver)
The dual floor brush pressure controller or dual proportional valve driver (located on the left front face
of the operator console) provides three separate side brush floor pressure forces by controlling the
hydraulic pressure output of the proportional reduction valve located on the SSB hydraulic manifold at
port 6.2. This variable output pressure is applied to the piston-end of the side scrub head lift cylinder.
This variable pressure is balanced against the steady 450 psi on the rod-end of the cylinder (provided by
the reduction valve in port 4.2) to achieve the desired side scrub brush floor pressure.
The controller has a left control knob, a right control knob, and an information screen.
The right control knob scrolls between the various parameters.
The left control knob provides input settings.
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Description of the side scrub brush pressure settings (Using the dual proportional valve driver):
The dual controller uses an “A” prefix for the optional side brush settings and a “B” prefix for the Main
brush settings.
AP1 – The low side brush floor pressure setting.
AP2 – The medium side brush floor pressure setting
AP3 – The high side brush floor pressure setting
AP4 – The P4 setting is not used. (Any number input will have no effect.)
AJ9 – Jog. This is used to simulate a AP1 – AP3 setting and its effect on the side brush pressure in real
time. (This does not require an input setting.)
AUP - The ramp time required for the output signal to increase by 1 amp.
Adn - The ramp time required for the output signal to decrease by 1 amp.
dF – Dither frequency. (Dither is an oscillation feature that eliminates slip stick in the operation of the
solenoid.)
di – Display orientation
SA – Save settings

DUAL CONTROLLER “A” (SIDE SCRUB BRUSH) SETTINGS:
Turning the right control knob scrolls through the parameters listed above.
Turning the left control knob changes the settings of each parameter.
The settings are saved by turning the right control knob to SA and rotating the left control knob one full
turn (in either direction).
To turn on the controller first turn on the ignition key but do not start the engine.
Note: in the next step stay clear of the scrub head as the sub head will lower to the floor.
Turn on the scrub head switch and the green switch.
Set AP1 to 1.60 A Providing 120 lbs of brush pressure against the floor
Set AP2 to 1.70 A Providing 130 lbs of brush pressure against the floor
Set AP3 to 1.85 A Providing 140 lbs of brush pressure against the floor
AP4 – Not used
Set AUP to 00.5 SEC
Set ADN to 00.5 SEC
Set Df (dither) to 250 Hz
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dI = screen orientation – no setting should be required.
SA (save settings) – Turn the left control knob one full turn (in either direction).
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NAUTILUS MAIN BRUSH AND IMPELLER PRESSURE RELIEF ADJUSTMENTS
For assembly line personnel
These adjustments are necessary if the hydraulic manifolds are supplied with the relief valves set at zero
or incorrectly set.
MAIN BRUSH PRESSURE RELIEF ADJUSTMENT:
1. Install an appropriate pressure gauge at the gauge port on the main hydraulic manifold. The
gauge port (GA) is located on the left side of the manifold when viewed from the front of the
machine.
2. Disconnect the electrical connection to the main brush solenoid SV3 located in the lower left
manifold port 3.2 (after the first 5 prototypes the 3.2 port location will be embossed as 10). This
will block the flow out of the manifold and force the fluid flow to go over the relief valve RV2.
3. Loosen the lock nut and unscrew the pressure adjustment screw on the pressure relief valve
RV2. This will allow all of the fluid flow to pass at low pressure through the relief valve.
4. Start the machine and switch the engine throttle switch to operating (high) speed.
5. Turn on the brushes.
6. Turn the pressure relief adjustment screw in (clockwise) while monitoring the hydraulic pressure
on the pressure gauge.
When the gauge reads 2500 psi (it will vary a little, and that is OK) tighten the adjustment screw lock nut
and turn off the engine.
NOTE: Perform the adjustment as quickly as possible. During this set up do not run the machine for an
extended period of time after the pressure relief is set as the hydraulic oil will generate excessive heat
when going through the pressure relief valve.
7. Reconnect the electrical connection to the SV3 solenoid.
This completes the main brush pressure relief adjustment.

IMPELLER PRESSURE RELIEF ADJUSTMENT:
1. Install an appropriate pressure gauge at the gauge port on the impeller hydraulic manifold. The
gauge port (GA) is located on the face of the manifold when viewed from the front of the
machine.
In order to force the hydraulic fluid through the relief valve it is necessary to block the flow from
the manifold to the impeller.

1. Remove the hydraulic hose from the outlet of the hydraulic manifold at port VF OUT located on
the top of the manifold and plug (pressure tight) the fitting on the manifold and the end of the
hose.
2. Loosen the lock nut and unscrew the pressure adjustment screw on the pressure relief valve
RV1 located in port 9.2. This will allow all of the fluid flow to pass at low pressure through the
relief valve.
3. Start the machine and switch the engine throttle switch to operating (high) speed.
4. Turn on the impeller.
5. Turn the pressure relief adjustment screw in (clockwise) while monitoring the hydraulic pressure
on the pressure gauge.
When the gauge reads 2500 psi (it will vary a little, you will probably not get it to read exactly 2500 and
that is OK) tighten the adjustment screw lock nut and turn off the engine.
NOTE: Perform the adjustment as quickly as possible. During this set up do not run the machine for an
extended period of time after the pressure relief is set as the hydraulic oil will generate excessive heat
when going through the pressure relief valve.
6. Reconnect the hydraulic hose to the impeller solenoid.
This completes the main brush pressure relief adjustment.
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NAULTILUS SCRUB BRUSH FLOOR PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT
Note: the following 12 steps are required only for the factory or if you are replacing the reduction valve
730702 in port 4.1. If the part number on the side of the reduction valve body (not the coil but the
cartridge body) ends with the number 45 then it is already set at 450 psi and the following 12 steps can
be skipped.
Before the scrub head floor pressure adjustment can be performed the reduction valve at the main
hydraulic manifold port 4.1 must be adjusted to 450 psi (The purpose of this valve is to change the
variable inlet pressure (approximately 700 psi) to a constant output pressure of 450 psi which is applied
to the piston-end of the scrub head lift cylinder. 450 psi is the pressure required to raise the scrub head
at full engine rpm).
If this valve has already been adjusted go to “Setting the scrub brush floor pressure controller”.
To adjust the reduction valve at port 4.1:
1. Install a tee fitting with a gauge port between the main hydraulic hose and the hydraulic
manifold at port BLA.
2. Attach a suitable hydraulic pressure gauge to the gauge port in the tee fitting.
3. Zero the pressure gauge if necessary.
4. Loosen the lock nut on the adjustment stud on the reduction valve located on the main
hydraulic manifold at port 4.1
5. Insure that the green “One-Touch” switch is in the off position.
6. Start the engine
7. Set the throttle switch to high.
8. Turn the reduction valve adjustment stud clockwise until the pressure gauge reads 450 psi.
(Note: It is not possible to attain 450 psi if the restrictor orifice fitting is not installed at the
power steering unit pressure port.)
9. Tighten the reduction valve locknut.
10. Verify the pressure reading.
11. Turn off the engine.
12. Replace the hydraulic hose at port BLA.
1

Setting the scrub brush floor pressure controller (proportional valve driver)
The floor brush pressure controller or proportional valve driver (located on the left front face of the
operator console) provides three separate brush floor pressure forces by controlling the hydraulic
pressure output of the proportional reduction valve located on the main hydraulic manifold at port 6.1.
This variable output pressure is applied to the rod-end of the scrub head lift cylinder. This variable
pressure is balanced against a steady 450 psi at the piston-end of the cylinder (provided by the
reduction valve) to achieve the desired scrub brush floor pressure.
The controller has a left control knob, a right control knob, and an information screen.
The right control knob scrolls through the various parameters.
The left control knob provides input settings.
Description of the adjustable parameters:
P1 – The low brush floor pressure setting.
P2 – The medium brush floor pressure setting
P3 – The high brush floor pressure setting
P4 – The P4 setting is not used. (Any numerical input will have no effect.)
J9 – Jog. This is used to simulate a P1 – P3 setting and its effect on the brush pressure in real time.
UP - The ramp time required for the output signal to increase by 1 amp.
dn - The ramp time required for the output signal to decrease by 1 amp.
dF – Dither frequency. (Dither is an oscillation feature that eliminates slip stick in the operation of the
solenoid.)
di – Display orientation
SA – Save settings
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CONTROLLER SETTINGS:
Turning the right control knob scrolls through the parameters listed above.
Turning the left control knob changes the settings of each parameter.
The settings are saved by turning the right control knob to SA and then rotating the left control knob
one full turn (in either direction).
To turn on the controller first turn on the ignition key but do not start the engine.
Note: In the next step stay clear of the scrub head as the scrub head will lower to the floor.
Turn on the scrub switch and the green switch.
Set P1 to 1.48 A This will provide 200 lbs of brush pressure against the floor (415 psi at port BLB)
Set P2 to 1.98 A This will providing 300 lbs of brush pressure against the floor (730 psi at port BLB)
Set P3 to 2.18 A This will provide 400 lbs of brush pressure against the floor (865 psi at port BLB)
P4 – Not used
Set UP to 00.5 SEC
Set DN to 00.5 SEC
Set Df (dither) to 250 Hz
dI = screen orientation – no setting should be required.
SA (save settings) – Turn the left control knob one full turn (in either direction).
Turn off the green switch.
Start and run the engine at high rpm. This will raise the scrub head.
Turn off the engine.
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Adjusting the Nautilus HD lift arms
CMK 11-4-2015
This sheet indicates how to correctly adjust the Nautilus HD hopper and hopper lift arm cylinders
When installing the upper clevises onto the bumper and hopper lift cylinders it is important, in order not
to cause the clevis to contact and cut into the lift arms, to screw the clevis onto the threaded rod of the
cylinder until the end of the cylinder rod sticks out 1/8 inch beyond the top of the clevis base. This initial
setting will be finally adjusted after the lift arms are operational.
When the machine is operational:
With the bumper and hopper lift arms fully raised:
1. Adjust the hopper lift cylinder upper clevis so that the hopper dump door, when open, is 61-1/2
inches above the floor.
2. Adjust the bumper lift cylinder upper clevis so that the bumper lift arm stops just before it
contacts the hopper lift arms.
3. Tighten the clevis locking bolts.

NAUTILUS HIGH DUMP CONTROLS AND OPERATION
CMK 7-5-2016
BASIC SYSTEM OPERATION:
The high dump incorporates two separate lift arm assemblies. The rear squeegee and rear bumper is
attached to the outer lift arm assembly and the hopper is attached to the inner lift arm assembly.
The Nautilus high dump controls consist of three rocker switches. They are located on the left side of
the operator console.
The left switch controls raising, hold, and lowering of the rear bumper.
Pressing and holding the front of the left switch raises the bumper, releasing the switch holds the
bumper in the raised position, and pressing and holding the rear of the switch lowers the bumper.
The center switch controls raising, hold, and lowering of the hopper.
Pressing and holding the front of the center switch raises the hopper, releasing the switch holds the
hopper in the raised position, and pressing and holding the rear of the switch lowers the hopper.
Both the bumper and hopper may be raised and lowered at the same time.
The right switch opens the hopper door when emptying the contents of the hopper.
Pressing and holding the front of the right switch for approximately 3 seconds opens the hopper door.
It is not necessary to press the hopper door switch for scrubbing operations. The hopper door is
automatically opened when scrubbing.
When the hopper begins to raise the hopper door is automatically closed.
If the hopper is fully lowered with the hopper door closed the hopper door will automatically open.

DETAILED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Each of the two lift arm assemblies has its own hydraulic cylinder and a safety tube.
The hydraulic cylinders are used not only to raise the bumper and hopper but also to lower the bumper
and hopper. Because the bumper and hopper centers of gravity, when lowered, are in front of the lift
arm pivot points they will not fully retract due to gravity alone so the hydraulic cylinders are used to
fully retract them.
The safety tubes include a pin that can be inserted at three different lift arm heights; low “maintenance”
position, medium height position, and fully raised position.
Note: The hydraulic cylinder that powers the bumper/squeegee lift arm assembly is located on the left
side of the vehicle while its safety tube is located on the right side of the vehicle.
The hydraulic cylinder that powers the hopper lift arm assembly is located on the right side of the vehicle
while its safety tube is located on the left side of the vehicle.
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The rear bumper and squeegee can be raised separately from the debris hopper. This is particularly
useful when inspecting or performing maintenance on the rear squeegee. If desired both of the lift arm
assemblies can be raised and lowered at the same time.
The outer (bumper) lift arm assembly is equipped with a solenoid-operated latch located in the lower
end of the right lift arm. This latch insures that the lift arms stay in place while traveling and during
scrubbing operations.
The bumper lift arm assembly is also equipped with a tilt switch located at the lower end of the right lift
arm inboard of the solenoid-operated latch. If the operator raises and then lowers the hopper without
opening the dump door, the tilt switch will open the hopper dump door automatically when the hopper
is within 15 degrees of fully lowered.
An “interference” switch is located on the lower end of the inner (hopper) lift arms. This switch
prevents the hopper lift arms from being powered into the bumper lift arms when the bumper lift arms
are not fully raised.
The left switch (bumper raise, hold, and lower switch) and the center switch (hopper raise, hold, and
lower switch) are three-position, spring-to-center, rocker switches. Each has a front “raise” position,
center “hold” position, and a rear “lower” position.
The right switch (hopper dump door switch) is a two-position intermittent rocker switch. It has a front
“door open” position and a rear “off” position. The switch is spring loaded to the off position. There is
no “door closed” position.
Operating the bumper lift:
Pressing and holding the front of the left switch (bumper switch) causes the solenoid-operated latch to
release the bumper lift arms and raises the bumper lift arms.
The bumper can be raised to its full height or it can be stopped at any desired height by releasing the
switch. A pilot-operated check valve holds the lift arm assembly in place when raised.
Pressing and holding the rear of the left switch lowers the bumper lift arms.
Operating the hopper lift:
Pressing and holding the front of the center switch (hopper raise and lower switch) raises the hopper
after a four second delay. During this delay the hopper dump door closes. This is automatic and
prevents debris from falling out when the hopper is raised.
The hopper can be raised to its full height or it can be stopped at any desired height by releasing the
switch. A pilot-operated check valve holds the hopper in place when raised.
Pressing and holding the rear of the center switch lowers the hopper lift arm assembly.
Opening the hopper door:
Pressing and holding the front of the right switch (hopper door open switch) for three seconds opens
the hopper dump door. This switch is used only for emptying the contents of the hopper. The
remaining hopper dump door operation is automatic. The dump door is always automatically opened
2

during scrubbing operations. Just before the hopper lift arm assembly begins to raise, the hopper dump
door automatically closes. If the hopper contents are emptied (by pressing the front of the hopper open
door switch) the hopper door will remain open when lowered. If the hopper is lowered without opening
the hopper door the door will be automatically opened by the tilt switch.
Safety tubes and pins:
The safety pins should always be inserted into the safety tubes when working under or around the
raised bumper or hopper. After raising the bumper and hopper to the desired height remove the pins
from the storage tubes and insert them into the appropriate hole in the safety tubes depending on the
raised height of the bumper and hopper, (low “maintenance” position, medium height position, or fully
raised position).
It is not necessary to “lock” the safety pin in place by lowering the bumper or hopper onto the safety
pin. If however the lift arms are lowered onto the pins relief valves will prevent the cylinders from
causing any damage to the lift arms or adjacent structure.
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Adjusting the Nautilus neutral sensing switch
Purpose:
Floor damage can occur by operating the scrub brushes when the vehicle not in motion.
To prevent floor damage a neutral sensing switch shuts off and raises the scrub brushes and turn off the
solution flow whenever the vehicle remains motionless for more than 2 seconds.
When vehicle motion resumes the scrub brushes automatically turn on and lower and the solution flow
is turned on.
Operation:
The neutral sensing switch is a normally open roller switch located below and inboard of the pump
centering unit (Hydroback unit 731181).
The switch is activated by a cam attached to the pump centering arm.
Adjustment:
NOTE: Directional control (neutral) must be set before performing this adjustment.
Do not attempt to adjust the switch by bending the switch roller arm.
1. Slightly loosen the neutral switch mounting fasteners so that the switch can be repositioned by
hand.
The adjustment can be monitored by listening to the sound of the switch as it opens and closes.
2. Begin the adjustment by moving the switch body so that the roller fits up into the half-round cut
out in the cam. This is the neutral position and the switch should be open.
Insure that the switch body is kept level during adjustment. If the left end of the switch body is tilted up
it can cause the switch roller arm to bend during operation.
3. Adjust the switch body so that that a very small amount of pump arm motion will force the
roller down and close the switch.
Quick switch activation when the vehicle moves forward is more important than when the
vehicle moves in reverse so the adjustment should be made while pushing the pump arm
slightly forward by hand (towards the front of the vehicle) and then releasing the arm while
listening for the switch to close and open.
It is important that the switch reacts quickly otherwise it will be necessary to drive the vehicle at too high
a speed before the brushes become activated.
4. Insure that the switch also closes and opens when the pump arm is pushed slightly to the rear
and released.
5. Tighten the switch fasteners and retest.
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NAUTILUS DIRECTIONAL CONTROL ADJUSTMENT.
For correct operation the directional control adjustments must be made in the order shown below.
Note: Step one is necessary only when replacing the Hydroback pump centering unit 731181 or the
directional control cable 730356.
1.

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL CABLE INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT.
At the pump-end of the directional control cable:

Install one 5/8 jam nut onto the cable jacket threads.
Slide two star lock washers up to the 5/8 jam nut.
Position the end of the directional control cable into the Hydroback unit then thread the ¼-28 threaded
rod on the end of the cable into the small end of the Hydroback unit so that the ¼-28 threaded cable rod
sticks out .31 inches from the small end of the Hydroback unit.
Thread one 1/4-28 jam nut against the face of the Hydroback unit and tighten.
Install the ¼-28 rod end onto the end of the cable and tighten against the jamb nut.
Thread the 5/8 threaded end of the Hydroback unit onto the 5/8 threaded cable jacket.
Mount the cable/Hydroback assembly onto the Hydroback adjustment plate with one star washer
located on each side of the adjustment plate.
With the Hydroback unit in the spring-centered position, slide the Hydroback mount and star washer
tightly against the adjustment plate and then tighten the 5/8 jam nut.
Attach the rod end to the pump centering arm.

2. PROPULSION PUMP CENTERING (NEUTRAL) ADJUSTMENT:
With the rear wheel raised off of the floor and the engine running at operating speed (not at idle), adjust
the Hydroback adjustment plate so that the rear wheel returns to neutral (zero rotation) after fully
pressing, then releasing, the directional control pedal in forward and in reverse.

3.

DIRECTIONAL CONTROL CABLE INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT
At the pedal-end of the cable:

Install the directional control pedal stop bolt so the top of the bolt remains clear of the movement of the
directional control pedal. This bolt will be adjusted later.

Thread the 1/4 -28 rod end .38-inch onto the cable end.
Bolt the rod end to the correct side of the directional control pedal arm.
Mount the directional control cable onto the floor plate and adjust the 5/8 jam nuts so that the heel of
the directional control pedal is .75-inch above the floor. This will provide the correct forward and
reverse vehicle speeds and optimum pedal angle. This adjustment may require that the threaded
portion of the cable jacket is as far forward as possible in the mounting tab under the floor plate. If
more adjust is necessary that can be made at the floor mounting tab, reposition the rod end but do not
allow less than 5/15-inch engagement of the cable end into the rod end.
NOTE: Adjusting the angle of the directional control pedal as shown above will not affect the neutral
adjustment setting of the Hydroback unit or the propulsion pump.

4. DIRECTIONAL CONTROL PEDAL STOP BOLT:
Adjust the stop bolt (located below the front of the directional control pedal) so that the pedal motion
in forward is halted just as or just before the pump control arm reaches its maximum forward position
(the built in stop inside the propulsion pump). The stop bolt will prevent damage to the directional
control system if an operator stands on or otherwise abuses the directional control pedal.

5. NEUTRAL AND REVERSE SENSING SWITCHES:
Install and adjust the neutral and reverse sensor switches.
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Adjusting the Nautilus reverse sensing switch
Purpose:
The lowered rear squeegee can be damaged by being forced into the floor when the vehicle is moving in
reverse.
To prevent squeegee damage a reverse sensing switch causes the rear squeegee to raise whenever the
vehicle moves in reverse.
When the vehicle is stopped or resumes forward motion the rear squeegee automatically lowers back to
the floor
Operation:
The neutral sensing switch is a whisker-type switch located below the directional control pedal.
The switch is activated by the directional control pedal arm.
Adjustment:
NOTE: the heel end of the directional control pedal, when in neutral, must be set to 3/4 inch above the
operator compartment floor before performing this adjustment.
1. Slightly loosen the neutral switch mounting fasteners so that the switch can be repositioned by
hand.
The adjustment can be monitored by listening to the sound of the switch as it opens and closes.
2. Adjust the switch body so that that the switch is already activated when the directional control
pedal is in neutral and stays activated when the pedal is pushed in the forward direction. The
switch should close immediately upon moving the pedal into the reverse direction. It is
important that only a very small amount of reverse pedal movement is required to close the
switch.
It is important that the switch reacts quickly in reverse otherwise the rear squeegee will not raise when
moving the vehicle in reverse at low speed.
3. Insure that the switch activates correctly when the directional control pedal is pushed slightly
forward and released and when pushed slightly in reverse and released.
4. Tighten the switch fasteners and retest.
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Installation instructions for Nautilus squeegee retaining plate
CMK 1-12-2015
This instruction sheet explains how to install the rear squeegee inner strap retainer 731375.
Required material:
Inner strap retainer 731375 – Quantity 1
Reference manual pages:
Squeegee group 730118
Squeegee linkage group 730158
Purpose:
The purpose of the retainer is to prevent the inner squeegee band from being pulled away from the
squeegee rubber.
Installation:
1. Remove the rear squeegee assembly from the scrubber.
2. Remove the two squeegee retaining knobs 3343814 and two washers 3401543 from the
squeegee assembly.
3. Set the retainer plate 731375 in place over the two squeegee mounting studs 3343903. The
bent flanges on the retainer plate should be positioned just in front of the inner squeegee strap
and latch.
4. Replace the two washers 3401543 onto the squeegee mounting studs with the concave side
facing down.
5. Replace the two knobs 3343814.
6. Install the squeegee assembly onto the machine being sure that the two washers are positioned
above the squeegee mounting plate and the new retaining plate is positioned below the
squeegee mounting plate.
7. Tighten the retaining knobs.
8. Important: With the retaining plate installed the squeegee is now positioned 3/16” lower in
relation to the squeegee casters so it is necessary to readjust the casters to achieve the correct
squeegee flair.

Field installation of the Nautilus long front skirt and side scrub head skirt
This installation sheet is intended to be used with the following Nautilus parts manual pages:
Scrub head group 730112 - Rev E
Scrub head lift group 730113 – Rev B
The 730325 HOLE TEMPLATE drawing is required.
The following parts will be required:
Quantity 1 - Lengthened front skirt 730982 (made to drawing at rev A). Note: To insure that you have
the new longer front skirt measure the height of the skirt. The height should be 4-5/8 inches.
Quantity 1 –Side skirt 731362
Quantity 1 –Skirt retainer, rear 731363
Quantity 1 –Skirt retainer, front 731364
Quantity 10 – Plastic fastener, press-in 600965
If a lift is not available you may need the following:
Quantity 1 – 1/4-20 x 3/4 stainless steel bolt
Quantity 1 – 1/4-20 stainless steel elastic lock nut

Replacing the scrub head front skirt:
Here you will be replacing the short front skirt 730982 (Rev *) with the new longer front skirt 730982
(Rev A).
1. Remove the front and rear scrub brushes.
The following procedure is more easily performed on a lift. If a lift is not available go to “If a lift is not
available…..”
With the machine on a lift:
1. Locate the six plastic fasteners 600965 holding the front flap in place. These fasteners are
removed by first pulling out their center pin. This can be done by using two screw drivers in the
slots provided on the head of the fastener or the inner pin can be tapped out from the front side
of the scrub head using a small punch and hammer.
Remove the six plastic fasteners along with the front skirt and retaining bar 730983.
2. Position the far right holes of the new front skirt and retaining bar 730983 over the far right hole
in the scrub head. Insert a new plastic fastener 600965 through the retainer, the skirt, and into
the hole in the scrub head. Using a small hammer tap the center pin flush with the head of the
fastener.
3. Install the far left fastener in the same manner.
4. Install the remaining plastic fasteners.

If a lift is not available use the following instructions:
1. Locate the six plastic fasteners 600965 holding the front flap in place. These fasteners are
removed by first pulling out their center pin.
The right three plastic fasteners can be accessed from the right scrub brush opening and the left
three fasteners can be accessed from the rear scrub brush opening.
2. Remove the six plastic fasteners along with the front skirt and retaining bar 730983.
3. Position the far right holes of the new front skirt and retaining bar 730983 over the far right hole
in the scrub head. Insert a new plastic fastener 600965 through the retainer, the skirt, and into
the hole in the scrub head. Using a small hammer tap the center pin flush with the head of the
fastener.
4. With the machine on the floor it is not possible, due to the proximity of the drive motor housing,
to press in the center pin of the far left plastic fastener. A 1/4-20 x 3/4 long stainless steel bolt
and lock nut can be used in place of this plastic fastener. Install this bolt through the retainer
bar, the skirt, and the far left frame hole. Install the nut.
5. Install the remaining plastic fasteners.

Installing the new side skirt:
The installation of the side skirt requires drilling four holes into the left side plate of the scrub head.
The 730325 HOLE TEMPLATE drawing shows the location and size of the four required holes.
1. Locate the lower snap ring 600569 on the left side squeegee mount hinge pin 730642.
2. Remove the lower snap ring 600569 and raise the hinge pin 730642 to provide access for
marking and drilling the front two skirt mounting holes.
3. Mark and drill the four side skirt mounting holes per the side skirt hole location drawing. The
scrub head is stainless steel so it is recommended that you used a center punch and predrill
using a small diameter drill bit.
Note when installing the side skirt: The front half (tall end) of the side skirt is positioned against the inner
face of the scrub head left side plate. The rear half of the side skirt is placed against the outer face of the
scrub head left side plate.
4. Insert two plastic fasteners 600965 through the two holes in the front (short) skirt retainer bar
731364 and through the back side of the side skirt (see scrub head lift group 730113 parts
manual pages).
5. Insert the two fasteners through from the inner side of the scrub head side plate (so that the
points of the plastic fasteners are pointing outwards). Using a small hammer tap the center pins
flush with the head of the fastener.

6. Bring the rear half of the side skirt to the outside of the scrub head side plate.
7. Insert two plastic fasteners 600965 through the two holes in the rear (longer) skirt retainer bar
731363 and through the front of the side skirt (see scrub head lift group 730113 parts manual
pages).
8. Insert the two fasteners through from the outside of the scrub head side plate. Using a small
hammer tap the center pins flush with the head of the fastener.
9. Reinstall the hinge pin 730642 and replace the lower snap ring 600569 being careful not to overexpand the snap ring.

This completes the installation of the front and side skirts
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Nautilus Overhead guard installation instructions
These instructions are meant to be used along with the Nautilus overhead guard parts manual pages
730003.
1. Remove the front cover, the battery, the seat mount, and the right front corner roller.
2. On the right front frame lift the front edge of step pad 730967 to expose the right front
overhead guard mounting hole (on the frame approximately 9” to the rear of the front roller
attachment hole). Remove and discard the console mounting bolt and nut that are located
closest to it (the second bolt from the front).
NOTE:
The following procedure involves passing the fastening nuts and the driving socket into a tube
structure on the console. If either is allowed to drop into the tube it would be extremely difficult
to retrieve them.
3. Install the overhead guard bracket 730697 inserting the two mounting bolts through the bracket
and into the back side of the vertical frame tube. The nuts must be inserted through holes in the
front side of the frame tube. Leave these fasteners slightly loose for now.
4. Use a drift pin or punch to center the top hole in bracket 730697 with the mating hole in the
console then, while holding the top of the bracket up against the console, tighten the two
fasteners.
5. Install the left overhead guard frame 731020 leaving the fasteners slightly loose. Note: The
engine cover will contact the left overhead guard frame when raised.
6. Place spacer 731026 over the right front mounting hole (trim the length of the step pad as
necessary to clear the spacer).
7. Install the right side overhead guard frame 731012 leaving the fasteners slightly loose. It will be
necessary to tape the right front mounting nut to a box-end wrench to reach the mounting
location inside the frame tube.
8. Position the top plate 731024 in place on the tabs of the overhead guard frames by first hooking
the rear channel of the top plate around the rear tabs.
9. Install all ten of the fasteners into the top plate and through the tabs then tighten the fasteners
starting from the rear fasteners and working toward the front. Tightening in this fashion will
insure that the top panel lays flat.
10. Tighten the four overhead guard mounting fasteners.
11. Install edging 731027 on the back edge of the top plate
12. Install the two tube plugs 731028 in the openings on the top back of the overhead guard.

13. Reinstall the corner roller, then the battery, front cover, and seat mount.
14. After installing any optional safety lights install the top and back sound insulation panels 730388
and 730389.
This completes the installation of the overhead guard.
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CHANGING SOLID TIRES
NOTE: The procedures that follow apply to SOLID TIRES ONLY.
Front Tire:
1. Remove the tire from the vehicle by removing the 5 lug nuts.
2. Press the tire from the rim.
3. Press the new tire onto the rim.
4. Reinstall the tire on the machine
5. Tighten the five wheel lug nuts to 90 – 110 ft lb (120 – 150 Nm)
Rear Tires:
1. Remove the tire from the vehicle by removing the center axle nut.
2. Pull the rear tire straight off of the axle.
3. Remove the inner and outer bearings. Note which is the inner bearing and which is the outer
bearing so that they are reinstalled in the same location.
4. Press the tire from the rim.
5. Press the new tire onto the rim.
6. Clean the inner and outer bearing races and bores
7. Clean the bearings. Inspect the bearings and races for wear, replace if necessary.
8. Grease the bearings with Lubriplate EMB or equivalent.
9. Install the bearings in the wheel. Insure that the bearing seals are seated correctly and being
careful not to get any grease on the brake surface or brake pads.
10. Reinstall the tire on the machine by holding the wheel parallel to the side of the vehicle and
firmly push it onto the axle.
11. Torque the wheel nut to 100 in-lb (11.3 Nm)
12. Align the hole in the axle with the closest slot on the nut and install the cotter pin.
13. Install the hub cap

